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Tuition set Spring Sisyphus to publish Thursday Underclassmen Awards
For the second time, the magat $15,400
azine will have two different
covers, one featuring a phofor ‘14-’15
tograph of a shower of sparks
art | Paul Fister

3.6% hike jibes
with trend of
slower growth
BY Adam Thorp
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

uition will increase for
the 2014-2015 school
year to $15,400 from last
year’s cost of $14,865. The 3.6
percent hike continues the
recent series of relatively low
tuition increases: about 3.48
percent from last school year
to now, and 4.36 percent from
2011-12.
“We’re glad it’s under 4
percent. We want the tuition
increase to be as small as
possible,” said Vice President
of Administration Joseph
Komos. “One of the reasons
we’re able to do this is the
support of our benefactors.”
The decision, made by

continued on page 4

A reduction print of the school’s façade to be featured in Sisyphus.

Rick Garner
REPORTER

S

isyphus editors will hit the
hallways next Thursday
to sell the Spring ’14 issue
of the St. Louis U. High art
and literary magazine. Work
began on April 3 to produce
the 80-page collection of sto-

ries, poems, and art created
by SLUH students and edited
by students with the help of
moderators Rich Moran and
Frank Kovarik.
This issue of Sisyphus,
tied for the longest issue to
date, was carefully composed
from around 100 literary and
more than 50 art submissions.

photos | Patrick Enderle

from a flaming piece of steel
wool fixed to a spinning rope
taken by senior Ben Banet,
and the other with a photo of
a snow-laden covered bridge
by Thomas Williams.
The separate editions will
also feature different pieces of
art on the insides of the covers by seniors Paul Fister and
Casey Chura and sophomore
Nick Bentz.
This issue will contain
a mix of prose and poetry
about the complexity of relationships, lighthearted hijinks, and much more.
“Once I read the magazine when we were finished
editing it, the editors had
done good work and the
magazine reads really well
and there’s some quality important stories in there,” said
Moran.
Junior literary editor
Hap Burke calls senior Noah
Weber’s “There We Reach the
Top” his favorite story in this
issue.

continued on page 5

Freshman Joe Laughlin (above) and sophomore Leo Heinz
(below) accept the Fr. Hagan Award at Wednesday’s freshmansophomore awards ceremony.

STUCO Elections

Gunn,
Pence, ‘16

Espenschied,
Sextro, ‘15

BY Nolen
STAFF

BY Jack Kiehl
CORE STAFF

Doorack

Y

esterday,
sophomores
elected Cameron Gunn
as class president and Patrick
Pence as vice president. Both
Gunn and Pence are firsttime officers and defeated
two-year incumbents, current
class president Jack Perryman
and vice president Sam Tettamble.
STUCO
moderator
Katherine Toussaint is looking forward to next year.
“I loved working with
Jack and Sam this year,” said
Toussaint. “I am excited,
though, about next year with
Cameron and Patrick. They’re
enthusiastic, and I’m excited
for them to share that with
STUCO.”
Gunn, who attended Our
Lady of Guadalupe, plays varsity football and is involved
in extracurriculars including

continued on page 4

T

he junior class elected
Tommy Espenschied as
student body president and
Sam Sextro as technology
representative yesterday.
Not having heard the
two students’ speeches before they were to be publicly
delivered, STUCO moderators Katherine Toussaint and
Danielle Harrison decided to
postpone the elections for the
two positions.
Sextro and Espenschied
had originally been running
unopposed, but both later
faced opposition in their elections.
The speeches were held
during lunch on Wednesday.
Since the speeches were not
held during a class meeting,
there was significantly more
noise and distraction while
the candidates gave their
speeches.
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is being called the biggest internet vulnerability ever, SLUH
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broader view than “women’s issues” is encouraged. Page 3
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Rugby participates in Ruggerfest
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Chorus wins two awards at festival during five-day Boston stint
BY Sam
STAFF

Chechik

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity chorus won the Best
Men’s Choir and Best Overall
Choir awards at the Heritage
Performance Festival in Boston, Mass. two weeks ago.
Music teacher Joseph
Koestner and Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock
Kesterson, along with 20
members of the varsity chorus, left on Wednesday, April
9, and returned on Sunday,
April 13.
The festival was held
by WorldStrides, a company
that nationally supports the
fine arts with competitions
and programs. There were
about 1000 kids from different schools competing at the
festival. There were choruses,
orchestras, dancers, and other
fine arts-related acts that performed at the festival.
The varsity chorus sang
“Workin’ for the Dawn of
Peace” and “I’m A-Rollin’” at
the competition. They were
then judged and critiqued by
three university chorus directors. They were invited to sing
at Carnegie Hall next year because of their skill, but they
cordially declined the invitation.
“The guys sang very well,
and so there weren’t a lot of

things for the judges to nitpick about because they sang
very, very well,” said Koestner.
“It was not a great space to
sing in, so it was a little hard
to hear. They could keep it together in spite of the fact that
there was a really loud ventilation system making noise behind us.We sang two difficult
pieces, so the judges were impressed with the level of our
repertoire.”
“My choral experience
is very minimal, and, therefore, my ear for choral music
is not trained,” said Kesterson.
“I don’t have a lot to compare
(SLUH’s performance) to, but
what I can say is that I have
gained a great appreciation for
what our guys do and what I
believe to be a very, very high
level. It was really a joy to hear
them. They take it very seriously; they’re very passionate,
and they challenge themselves
to reach that high level.”
“I thought we did very
well,” said senior Sam Krausz.
“We had quite a bit of warmup time before we sang for the
adjudication, and things felt
really good in my opinion.
There were some problems
with the hall. It just wasn’t a
very good performance venue, and the acoustics weren’t
very good. There was a really
loud air-conditioning system

photo | courtesy of Doc Koestner

SLUH chorus members sing at Nativity School, a Jesuit elementary school in Boston.

on, but, despite that, we did a
really good job of staying on
pitch.”
“I was a little surprised
that we won at first because
when we first did the performance, it was in a really weird
acoustic space,” said senior

Michael Mimlitz. “It was like
singing into a void, so we
couldn’t really judge how we
were singing, but the judges
said we sounded great… I
think Doc put it best that they
(the other men’s choruses)
were singing high school level

Hayes receives Watlow merit scholarship
photo

BY Jack Kiehl
CORE STAFF

| Patrick Enderle

S

ophomore Michael Hayes
is the third recipient of
the Watlow Scholarship—the
only merit scholarship at St.
Louis U. High, which covers
two years of tuition and provides an internship opportunity for next summer.
The scholarship is given
out by the Watlow Corporation, which designs and
manufactures electric heaters,
sensors, and controllers for
thermal systems. Senior Colin
Dunne and junior Jack Barbey
were awarded the scholarship
last year and the year before.
“It’s an engineering corporation that’s looking to do
community outreach,” said
science teacher Mary Russo.
“They’re looking to inspire
rising would-be engineers
through this scholarship program.”
“Watlow seems to have
a very Ignatian approach to
what they’re doing. The Watlow way of business (encourages) teamwork and working
for the good of the community,” said math teacher Frank
Corley.
Faculty members were
asked to submit a list of sophomores who are interested
in math and science and are
good at problem solving. The
list was then narrowed down
by a board to six finalists, who
were all invited to a dinner to
get to know the company.
“It was very lovely because we wanted to celebrate

songs really well, and we were
singing college level songs really well.”
Besides singing at the
festival, they also sang for and
with a group of fourth graders. They helped the fourth
graders warm up for an up-

Tyson photo shoot
uses Si Commons for
educational backdrop
BY Jacob Hilmes and Sam
Fentress

FEATURES EDITOR, CORE STAFF

P

Sophomore Michael Hayes standing during the sophomore awards assembly, where he was recognized for the Watlow scholarship.

all of these guys for being recognized by their community,”
said Russo.
Russo, Corley, counselor
Nina See, and Watlow representatives interviewed the six
finalists.
“We had interviews
which were terrifying,” said
Hayes. “They asked a lot
about problem solving skills
and leadership and how to use
teamwork—things like that.”
According to Corley, the
interview team was looking
for students who think like
engineers.

“Do you break down a
big problem and figure out
how it works? (We) look for
people who can communicate
(and) who can be good team
members. Those are the kind
of things that the committee
and I look for,” said Corley.
“All six … were just so
impressive and all had different kinds of strengths that
really shined through during
the interview process,” said
Russo.
Corley said that Hayes’
enthusiasm, especially with
his work on the robotics team,

helped distinguish him.
“He’s strong in math and
science, but they’re all strong
in math and science. He just
lit up the room when he interviewed, he was just so happy
doing what he’s doing,” said
Corley.
Hayes says he was
shocked when Principal John
Moran told him he had been
awarded the scholarship.
“I just couldn’t believe it,
because all of these other guys
were just as qualified as I was,
if not more qualified,” said
Hayes.

coming concert and sang the
song “Happy (from Despicable
Me 2)” by Pharrell Williams
with them.
“That was a really, really
fun time to see them having
so much fun cooperating with
us,” said Sam Krausz.

hotographers from St.
Louis commercial studio
Bruton Stroube were at St.
Louis U. High Tuesday for a
photo shoot for Tyson Foods.
Negotiations for a deal
began a few months ago,
when Bruton Stroube began
scouting locations at several
St. Louis-area educational facilities to find a site that would
help promote a specific line of
new Tyson products.
The shoot took place in
the Si Commons.
“It was just a promotional thing for Tyson foods
where they were … wanting
to do more of an introduction to their products in a Kthrough-12 type of environment,” said facilities director
Joe Rankin.
“(Bruton Stroube) said,
‘This is a great facility. We
would love to use it as a backdrop,’” said Rankin, who facilitated the deal between SLUH
and Bruton Stroube, which allowed for them to use SLUH’s
facilities in exchange for a
stipend. “I ran it through Mr.
Laughlin, and we ended up
having permission for them
to do that one shoot.”
The shoot took place
Tuesday morning and took a
little over three hours. Rankin
had previously sent an email

to faculty offering a chance
for students to get a look inside the world of marketing
photography.
“There was a lot of curiosity going on down there, a
lot of people who were seeing
what was going on, but it was
really up to the faculty to communicate if they wanted their
students to view the activities
going on,” said Rankin.
A few faculty members
have expressed concern about
allowing Tyson to use SLUH’s
facilities, as the company has
been a source of controversy
regarding their treatment of
animals and workers.
Rankin said he had no
concerns with giving Tyson
permission, but he is open to
hearing opinions.
“There’s been opinions by certain people, and
I greatly appreciate hearing
opinions—whether
positive or negative—on certain
situations, because obviously
you can’t please everyone in
regards to why were certain
things made available to certain companies,” said Rankin.
Rankin believes the
shoot went smoothly.
“It was interesting. I enjoyed the opportunity to work
with Eric (Sucher, a representative of Bruton Stroube). I
was very impressed with him
and his photographers and
the people who actually made
it happen,” said Rankin.
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Letter

“Women’s issues” are men’s as
well, in reference to ACSA topic

To the editors:
The question of how
to improve SLUH students’
treatment of women, including female faculty and staff,
wasn’t a new one when I was
a student there a decade ago.
The April 13, 2014 Prep News
article, “ACSA talks tech fears
and women’s issues,” reveals
that the question remains
unanswered. I argue that this
question, often thought of under the umbrella of “women’s
issues” will not be adequately
addressed until we begin to
understand it instead as a
men’s issue, too.
Sexual harassment, domestic violence, wage inequality, and disparities in
child care are all issues that
typically fall under the misleading “women’s issue” umbrella. But, labeling them as
such distorts both the causes
and effects of the issues them-

selves. Most reliable data
points to men as, by far, the
primary perpetrators of violence against women. Most often when men and women are
paid differently for doing the
same job, the business owners and bosses making decisions about that pay disparity
are men. When women are,
all too often, expected to do
the majority of the child care
work in families it is men who
are shirking their duties as fathers. These are men’s issues
because it is men, not women,
who are most commonly driving them.
But they are also men’s
issues because they have negative effects on the lives of
men and boys as well. Sexual
harassment and violence in
intimate partnerships affect
the ways in which all men and
boys relate to women. Indeed,
young women at SLUH’s vari-
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Current policy on same-sex dances
tracks teachings of Catholic church

To the editors,
First, I would like to
thank Patrick Madden for his
well-written letter last week.
He defended his view on the
dance policy well and must
have dedicated much time, effort, and contemplation to his
letter.
However, if SLUH were
to accept male dates to dances, the companions must not
be called dates in order to
maintain a Catholic morality.
The ultimate goal of dating in
the Catholic sense is to find
a spouse, and since this is a
Catholic school, marriage can
only be between a man and a
woman. So, if dances are categorized as dating events and
companions as dates, then the
idea of male dates would be
Cliff Leek, ‘06
contradictory to Catholic
Program Director, Center for teaching.
If, however, dances are
the Study of Men and Mascujust social gatherings where
linities
people hang out with friends,
Stony Brook University
ous sister schools are, at this
age, most likely learning to
fear men—to carry mace and
not walk alone at night in order to protect themselves from
us men. Pay disparities impact
not only the lives and income
of women, but entire households. Childcare inequality
shapes the way that we see and
understand our fathers.
It is time for these historically “women’s issues” to
be understood as men’s issues too. Perhaps if the ways
in which young men at SLUH
relate to women are to change
we must begin to understand
how the mistreatment of
women and girls shapes our
own lives.

then male dates and even multiple dates should be allowed,
but still the categorization of
companions as dates should
be changed. In that circumstance bringing a guy to a
dance would adhere to Catholic teaching.
Also, SLUH should tread
carefully with this policy of
dances until there is a clear
path to follow from the Archdiocese. Although SLUH is a
Jesuit school, it is first a Catholic institution that adheres
to the pope and the Apostolic
Succession. SLUH should just
ask the archdiocese for a suggestion on the topic and refer
that suggestion to the students
and parents so that there is
not any confusion among the
community of what the school
did to come to such a decision.
It is not from weak fear
that SLUH should refrain
from quick decisions, but an
awareness of the repercus-

sions for making a decision
surely to be mistaken from
many outside of the school.
Yes there is an element of fear,
but it’s not weak fear, it’s legitimate concern.
Either way SLUH will be
criticized for bowing down
to society, one decision will
face an outside community
and media criticizing SLUH
as intolerant, the other decision will see many deeply religious and concerned people
criticize this institution for
bowing down to a changing
society and abandoning its
roots in the Roman Catholic
Church.
Either way SLUH will
face pressure, but the best
way is to find the meanings
of our dances and to make an
educated decision adherent to
Church teaching based off of
that.
Joe Weis, ’16

SLUH group receives second place No wound here: Heartbleed
in school sustainability contest
vulnerability not urgent at SLUH
BY Leo K. Heinz
CORE STAFF

S

everal students have been
working since last spring
towards recognition in the
Green Schools Quest, identifying areas where SLUH can
improve its energy efficiency.
The group recently received
second place in the contest,
with Parkway Central taking
the top spot.
The Green Schools Quest
is put on by the Missouri
Chapter of the United States
Green Building Council,
(USGBC), Missouri Gateway.
According to its website, the
chapter “is challenging public
and private schools within the
Chapter’s territory (Missouri
and Southern Illinois) to devise and implement, with the
help of Green Mentors, the
most creative, effective and no
or low cost sustainable practices for their schools.”
SLUH
Sustainability
Chair Anne Marie Lodholz
said, “Last spring, USGBC
launched an inaugural competition amongst all the
schools in the state, the Green
Schools Quest, and the idea
was that each school picks
some issue that they want to
work on, anything recycling,
energy, education, whatever,
and in that issue they try to
say what they’re going to do,
their project.”
The students involved,
including seniors Michael
Daugherty and Joe Ponzillo,
juniors Jordan Sosa, Eric Berg,
Phil Olson and Drew Tomek,
and sophomore Sam Heagney
chose to create a project in the
area of energy.
Given a spending limit
of $250 for the project, the
group had to identify areas
where work could be done
and then design a project. The
group decided to insulate hot
water pipes under the Jesuit
Wing. The students insulated
the nearly 70 feet of piping

BY

Stephen Lumetta

photo | Leo Heinz NEWS EDITOR

I

t’s being called the biggest
vulnerability in the history
of the internet, and you may
not have even heard of it: it’s
called Heartbleed, a vulnerability that was discovered earlier this month in open source
software, free software made
available to everyone.
On April 14, Director
of Information Technology
Jonathan Dickmann sent out
an email to the St. Louis U.
High community about the
Heartbleed vulnerability and
recommended that people
change their passwords.
Since Gmail was possibly compromised, it would
be prudent for everyone
to change his or her SLUH
Gmail password, if they have
not done so already.
For websites that may
not have been compromised
(Dickmann sent a list of popular sites that may require
password changes), it still may
be good to change passwords
every once in a while.
“It’s not required, but it’s
A pipe fitted with insulation was part of SLUH’s proposal to the certainly good practice,” said
Green School Quest.
Dickmann.
As for SLUH, the website
several months back. Accord- tion, SLUH received $500, that handles credit cards used
ing to them, the project could which was deposited into
potentially save up to $5,000 a the Sustainability Account.
year in costs.
The money could possibly be
“It was really easy to do,” spent on other sustainability
said Berg. “We just bought projects in the future, though
insulation and put it around not much discussion has oc(the pipes). Low cost.”
curred yet.
“(The project) shows that
In the meantime, the
we’re doing something, that students have been planning
we care. It’s the first project, two upcoming presentations
so hopefully it started some- related to their work. The
thing,” said Phil Olson.
first will be on Monday, at
Following the insulation the Imagining 18 visioning
of the hot water pipes by the session, where they will presstudents, the maintenance ent to the Sustainability and
staff has also insulated a lon- Grounds Committee. Then
ger stretch of cold water air on Tuesday, April 29, the stuconditioning pipes running dents will present their project
near the hot water ones in the at Missouri Gateway’s 7th Anbasement of the Jesuit wing.
nual Green Schools Event at
Along with the recogni- MICDS.

through SLUH’s website—for
buying dance tickets or making a donation—was not vulnerable.
Some of SLUH’s servers
were vulnerable, and Dickmann patched the servers and
rekeyed the SSL (SSL stands
for “secure sockets layer”) certificates of these servers just to
be safe.
“It’d be like buying a
house and getting new locks
installed on the house,” said
Dickmann.
Heartbleed compromises
OpenSSL, a type of encryption. OpenSSL is widely used
by institutions like the F.B.I.,
Amazon, Facebook, Google,
and Netflix—to name a few. It
is estimated that as many as 66
percent of public servers run
OpenSSL.
In theory, OpenSSL
should be safer than commercial software since programmers around the world can
donate time to search for and
fix vulnerabilities or bugs.
But in the case of Heartbleed, no one caught the
Heartbleed
vulnerability,
which involves a bug that allows a hacker to potentially
access random data in a server, including encryption keys

and users’ data. With the encryption keys, a hacker could
impersonate the company or
eavesdrop on communications.
But according to Dickmann, it’s not as simple as it
sounds to get the data useful
to a hacker.
Dickmann used a puzzlelike metaphor to explain it:
since the vulnerability allows
a hacker to randomly access
data, the hacker might get a
piece of the puzzle that’s the
nose of a person but then
the next puzzle piece picked
might be the foot. Putting the
pieces together and interpreting them is important to exploiting the vulnerability.
And that’s why passwords are easier for hackers
to get: passwords are shorter
than most pieces of information, so they’d be easier to put
together and interpret.
But as Dickmann pointed
out, SLUH probably isn’t a target for hackers. Hackers probably wouldn’t care about a
student’s grade point average
or courses taken, for example.
Hackers would be more interested in going after big websites such as Google, Netflix,
and Yahoo.
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Fonts: Steingruby/Flanagan
BY Jacob Hilmes
FEATURES EDITOR

F

or math teacher Don Steingruby, typeface selection seems to be all about intuition.
“Well, it depends on the
day,” he said. “It depends on,
you know, the time of year,
the season. If it’s a cloudy
day on an odd Monday of the
month, you’ve gotta go with
Comic Sans.”
Comic Sans.
Microsoft employee and
typeface designer Vincent
Connare first conceived of the
script in an attempt to imitate
the casual look of comic book
lettering, but since its release
in 1994, Comic Sans has inspired a cult of opposition.
Ridicule pours in from sites
such as bancomicsans.com
and from English teachers nationwide.
“No one likes Comic
Sans,” said English teacher
Terry Quinn.
“I haven’t thought of
what I would want to do to
someone who would treat
Comic Sans like that,” said
Steingruby.
In all seriousness, Steingruby inherited the font from
former St. Louis U. High math
teacher Kate Hochmuth. General consensus on Hochmuth
is that she was an excellent
math teacher, an always-smiling friend, and a hell of a softball player.
Both Steingruby and Hochmuth started at SLUH in

the same year, and since Hochmuth’s departure in 2011,
Steingruby has upheld Comic
Sans on his smartboards and
in his handouts.
“Oh, you’re missing out,”
says Steingruby of the font.
“You’re missing out on maybe
the second best font next to
American Typewriter.”
Though Steingruby admits American Typewriter
was the default on his word
processer, he said that it reminds him of “that old, kind
of creepy letter you receive in
the mail with no address, no
name on it, type of spy thing.”
“Not much else to say
about fonts,” said Steingruby.
“I’m not a font of information.”
A mere two departmental desks away, math teacher
Tom Flanagan also brandishes
Comic Sans.
“Traditionalist,”
interrupts social studies teacher
Joe Porter. During the interview, Porter and Flanagan
wrap up a Wednesday track
practice, allowing Porter to
offer his thoughts among the
poles and pole-vaulters in
the track shed. “And you can
quote me on what I think
about Comic Sans: that’s so
nineties.”
Despite criticism, Flanagan dares to experiment
more.
“I mean, I like to change
up the color, highlight things
in red and blue,” said Flanagan. “Like if I define slope
field, I’ll have ‘slope field’ in

red, and the space around it in
black, so that hopefully they
look up and they see ‘Slope
field, oh, that’s where the definition is.’”
Flanagan also fiddles
with digits regarding numbering—math involving quite
a lot of numbers— and often
bumps up sizes to distinguish
the problem number from the
actual math problem.
Like Steingruby, Flanagan finds himself falling on
his processor’s default.
“These days, for the most
part, I would choose Times
New Roman,” said Flanagan.
Efficiency is key for Flanagan, who notes that Times
New Roman allows for a
tighter layout, more characters fitting on a line.
Porter concurred that
Times New Roman saves
space, and mentioned a recent
report by CNN about 14-yearold Suvir Mirchandani of
Pittsburgh, who conducted
a font-flavored experiment
that revealed that his local
school district could save
$21,000 annually in ink costs
if it switched to Garamond,
thanks to its lighter strokes.
Steingruby and Flanagan’s insight proves that
around the math office, stylistic choices depend on economic, efficiency-based solutions. And from the back of
the track shed, Porter reinforces the idea, commenting
on his use of Courier New
during college days to meet
page requirements.

Art show opens Thursday, features stu
design | Christian Fredericks

still life | Nick Bentz

Tuition set at $15,400
(continued from page 1)

the Board of Trustees, was announced last month in a letter
from President David Laughlin to the parents of St. Louis
U. High students.
The tuition represents
about 90 percent of the projected costs of educating a
student next year. The gap between those numbers is made
up by donations to the school
and earnings from the school’s
endowment. According to
Laughlin, if this automatic aid
is factored in, over four million dollars will be spent next
school year helping students
to afford to attend school.
The SLUH budgeting
process that led to the number began in November when
the President’s office solicited

budget projections from different parts of the school.
This increase is the second lowest tuition increase by
percentage in at least the last
18 school years. Tuition has
increased every year for more
than 30 years. Most of the
school’s budget goes to faculty
compensation and benefits,
and Komos said specifically
that increasing health insurance costs had fueled rapid
growth in the past.
“Now that we are at that
steady model (tuition as 90
percent of the cost of education for one student), we have
been at a period where we can
control our costs,” said Komos.
Laughlin said the consistently lower rates of growth
were “by design” because the

administration noted about
four years ago that the school
had, for 30 years, averaged
a tuition increase of “near 9
percent.”
“My responsibility for
tuition is not just to look this
year to next year, but to look
at the next ten years,” said
Laughlin.
Komos said he hoped
that by continuing to manage
costs, the school could continue to keep tuition jumps
low.
The Financial Modeling
and Faculty Compensation
visioning group is charged
with considering financial
aid and tuition as part of the
Imagining 18 process, and
will meet at this Monday’s visioning session.
photo | Nolen Doorack

BY Paul J Fister
STAFF ARTIST

T

he products of a year
of St. Louis U. High art
classes will come to light next
Thursday evening when the
art department will host a reception to begin its two-week
end-of-the-year art show.
Fine arts department
chair and teacher Joan Bugnitz is particularly excited
about the products of her first
semester printmaking class,
a class that was joined by ceramics teacher Sarah Rebholz and design teacher John
Mueller.
“We’ve got some beautiful prints,” said Bugnitz, “collagraphs, solar prints, beauti-

“We’re all becoming recycle-conscious,” said Bugnitz.
“When you start scrounging
around for found objects, I
think your imagination is
pulled in all sorts of different
directions from when you are
just handed supplies ... We use
a whole lot of brand new stuff
and new supplies, and it’s a
neat habit to look for stuff.”
Rebholz noted that every
year brings something different.
“I think the tile projects
are the strongest examples of
student work,” Rebholz said.
“I think my students really dig
making mugs.”
Rebholz also noted firstsemester Ceramics 1 students
created three-part animal relief tiles, and second-semester

Sophomores elect Gunn, Pence as pres
(continued from page 1)

French teacher Suzanne Renard releases les papillons, the butterflies, that
were raised in her four French classes last Wednesday.

ful reduction prints ... That
was a great class.”
Bugnitz also teaches
Drawing 1 and 2, acrylics—
a class in which senior Leo
Mitchell is the sole student—
watercolor, and 3-D design,
which is a second-semester
class of seniors only that
makes three-dimensional art.
“I think the line pieces,
the wire sculptures, and the
wooden ones will be a great
addition,” said Bugnitz.
One addition to her 3-D
design class is that the students are creating a project
from used materials, including a turtle made from a hubcap and pieces of wood by
senior Andy Ney and a huge
glazed donut made from an
old tire by senior Gabe Miller.

Staycation, and French Club.
Outside of SLUH, Gunn acts
in plays and commercials.
Pence, who attended
St. Peter in Kirkwood, plays
hockey and lacrosse at SLUH.
He is well known for his
spirited presence at sporting events, even wearing a
Captain America costume to
pump up crowds.
Both Gunn’s and Pence’s
speeches highlighted change
that will come along with
their being elected.
“My whole speech was
inspired by the pope’s email
that Campus Ministry sent
out a while back,” said Gunn.

“I said in my speech, ‘Don’t be
closed to the newness. Usually we fall victim to what we
know so well. So maybe we all
can take a chance with me and
see where we go from there.’”
The pair wants to focus
on bringing the class of 2016
closer together and engaging
the ideas of everyone.
“Really, I will like to
bring new ideas that haven’t
been expressed and really get
everyone’s voice out there. Together, Cameron and I will do
a great job of including every
sophomore,” said Pence.
Gunn is excited to bring
more diversity to STUCO and
reach out to more students.
Cameron Gunn
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udent paintings, drawings, sculptures Scholar Bowl takes District title
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BY Liam Connolly and Sam
Chechik
REPORTER, STAFF

T

still life | Sam Aubuchon

he varsity Scholar Bowl
team won the District
Three competition at Webster
Groves High School on Saturday, April 12 to advance to
regionals. The Scholar Bowl
team competed against the
three other teams in the tournament: Webster, Nerinx Hall,
and Rosati-Kain.
“We came into the district heavily favored,” said
moderator Frank Corley.
“We had won all of our other
games, and were expected to
take the tournament.”
The SLUH Scholar Bowl
team had played all of the
other teams before the tournament on Saturday and had
won all of its games by large
margins. SLUH was expected
to do the same for the tournament, which starts with a series of round-robin games to
decide the match-ups for the
games that decided the district placement.
The quad meet started
at 2 p.m. on Saturday, so the
team arrived early just to be

prepared for the match. However, the tournament requires
each team to have four players, and SLUH had just three.
With an hour to spare,
seniors Noah Weber, Adam
Thorp, and Gabe Newsham
had to find another player to
join them for the game. Junior Nick Perryman, who was
working on the junior banner
for the Ring Mass, was summoned from SLUH to make a
complete team.
“It wasn’t a horrifically
competitive pool, although I
enjoyed myself,” senior Gabe
Newsham said. “I got some
good buzzes, and, strangely,
I was the math guy that day,
which normally doesn’t happen. It was really fun. There
were several close matches. It
was an exciting time.”
“Another wrinkle in our
plans was that Gabe Newsham
had to leave the game around
dinner time to go to work, so
we were short another man,”
said Corley.
Even though it was during a match, sophomore Michael Hayes was still allowed

into the competition. Senior
Sidarth Iyer managed to make
it to the game for the rest of
the day after he finished playing at Ruggerfest.
“I got a call from Noah
Weber while I was playing
at Ruggerfest, and I had to
get changed from my rugby
clothes and drive over to play,”
said Iyer.
In spite of the problems
with attendance, the team
managed to defeat Nerinx,
Rosati, and Webster in the
finals to take their its career
district win. This broke the
several year streak of being
second place in district.
In the district tournament, after the round robin,
SLUH beat Nerinx Hall 460300 and then Webster Groves
470-290.
“I think we performed
well as a team, even though
Adam Thorp earned us a large
amount of points as usual. Individually, we played pretty
well,” said Iyer.
The Scholar Bowl team
will be taking on the District
Four champions, Ladue, who
are the defending national
champions.

Spring Sisyphus to be released
(continued from page 1)

Ceramics 1 students formed
two tiles from an image, one
in black and white and the
other in color. Ceramics 2 students also may make baskets.
Some of the ceramic
tiles will be sent to Loyola
Academy in Willimette, Ill.,
just north of Chicago, for the
yearly Jesuit National 4 x 5 exhibit, which exhibits works, all
within 4 x 5 inch dimensions,
from Jesuit schools across the
country.
“We will be sending
mostly tile work, but a few
small prints as well,” said Rebholz. “It was a difficult decision to participate this year,
knowing both shows fell during the same time . . . (but) it’s
always exciting when we have
student artwork represented

outside of SLUH.”
Starting this weekend,
art teachers Bugnitz, Rebholz,
and Mueller will begin to prepare the Jesuit Wing area for
the show, hanging up still-life
portraits from freshman classes and setting up pedestals for
ceramics and 3-D design projects.
The exhibit will once
again be judged by an outside
source for the annual purchase award, in which the art
department purchases one
student’s piece to be displayed
in the library for a year.
While the art show will
have some lovely pieces from
both first and second semester, Bugnitz and Rebholz did
express frustration with the
length and composition of

the second semester schedule,
which started with seniors
losing two weeks more than
usual because of the move of
underclassman exams to before Christmas break.
“We started with missing a lot of classes, and then
people are missing class, every
other day is off, kids are leaving for sports—golf, baseball,
whatever,” said Bugnitz. “Ms.
Rebholz and I really thought it
was hard to get started.”
Despite the difficulties
with the short semester, the
art department is still thrilled
to be exhibiting students’
work. The show opens next
Thursday, May 1, with a reception in the second floor Jesuit
Wing, and will remain open
until Friday, May 16.

photos | Leo Heinz

Patrick Pence

ing the speeches), but we had
no other option, unfortunately. This time of year is so
crazy,” Toussaint said.
Only 95 students voted
in this election as opposed to
last year’s class of 2015 sophomore election voter turnout
of 168. The cramped quarters
and nice day can be credited
for the lower turnout. Many
students ate their lunches outside, missing the speeches and
voting.
“There were obviously
less people who voted, and
that’s a shame. We as organizers learn from something like
this,” said Toussaint.

received,” said senior art editor Thomas Williams. “Phone
cameras keep getting better
and better and, with a little
editing, are capable of producing some good pictures.
Many people think that you
need an expensive camera to
take quality pictures, but that’s
absolutely not the case.”
“The art created by SLUH
students this year demonstrates their curiosity and
willingness to experiment
with artistic principles,” said
Conrey. “I am beyond excited
for the release of this issue,
the final issue that the class
of 2014 will be a part of. We
proudly hand on the torch to
the new staff with the Spring
’14 magazine.”
The editors of Sisyphus
plan on releasing podcasts
including conversations with
featured poetry contributors
seniors Austin Strifler and
Adam Lux.

Juniors elect final executives
(continued from page 1)

sident and vice president
“I think I will bring diversity to STUCO. I think
that I can bring more ideas
that some people are scared
to bring,” said Gunn. “I can be
the voice for the people that
don’t speak very much, people
that shy away from STUCO,
even the minorities that are
more backed off.”
Due to awards ceremonies occurring in the Commons, the elections were
moved into the old cafeteria.
In the makeshift auditorium,
it was difficult to hear the
speeches.
“I was concerned about
(the circumstances surround-

“It’s terrific, it’s about peeing atop a mountain, which
seems weird but he wrote it
really well. The writing is crisp
and clear and it conveys just a
fun, enjoyable attitude.”
Kovarik also urges readers not to miss another of
Weber’s stories, “A World that
Just Don’t Exist.” Taking place
in Seattle, the story follows a
young man whose loyalty is
torn between a fellow female
employee whom he likes and
his boss.
“I think it’s an amazing,
mature piece of work. It’s one
of the best stories to ever be
published in Sisyphus,” said
Kovarik.
Two more stories to look
for are “Ditched” by David
Schmelter, a tale of fun but
sometimes bittersweet youthful adventures in a suburban
neighborhood, and “Beautiful
World” by Burke, a story of a

troubled romantic relationship.
This issue of Sisyphus
will, also feature an excerpt
from ’92 alumnus Ben DuMont’s forthcoming memoir,
A Pathway to Peace: The Journey of a Cancer Co-Survivor.
A Pathway to Peace is about
how DuMont helped his wife
during her fight with breast
cancer. DuMont has been
working on this book for
some time and it will be available soon.
Art submissions this
year included the usual hand
drawings, etchings, and paintings; there was a large rise in
photography submissions.
“Overall, I was incredibly
impressed by this year’s submissions and the talent it represents,” said senior art editor
Patrick Conrey.
“It seems like there is
a rise in the use of iPhone
cameras this year for the
photography submissions we

In addition to a lack of
attention during the speeches, there was also a decrease
in voter turnout. In the first
round of executive STUCO
elections two weeks ago, 190
juniors voted. In yesterday’s
election, only 100 juniors
voted, possibly due to lunch
being held in the old cafeteria,
causing many juniors to eat
outside.
Sextro, who ran against
Matt Bates, talked during his
speech about technology as
the backbone of the school,
and that the technology position would involve more than
making videos.
Espenschied, who ran

against Shayn Jackson, talked
about his past experience and
the “mad hours” he has put
into STUCO, pointing out
some of his projects for the
school such as playing music
over the intercom during spirit and mission week.
Sextro and Espenschied
both have past STUCO experience. Espenschied held
the position of class president
as a sophomore and junior
and Sextro held the position
of technology rep this year,
though this is the first time his
position has been voted on.
Both Espenschied and
Sextro look forward to the upcoming year.
“I’m excited to be one
of the leaders of the school.

I want to be a good leader
amongst the class and our
school,” said Espenschied.
“(I have) total excitement
for next year. (I’m) just excited,” said Sextro.
Espenschied also is looking forward to working with
the other executive officers, all
new faces to STUCO.
“It’s a new crowd, but it’s
a really good group of guys,”
said Espenschied.
“I loved working with
Tommy and Sam this year.
They’re fantastic. I’m excited
we have experience,” said
Toussaint. “Mrs. Harrison and
myself will have more experience, and we can continue to
do great things with the students.”
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Disc error: Frisbeebills lose game, perfect
season against top-ranked DeSmet squad

Rugby prepares for
state at Ruggerfest

BY Marty
STAFF

I

photo | Adam Lux

Johnson

L

ast Wednesday’s Ultimate
Frisbee game against DeSmet had almost everything
one could ask for: diving
catches, swarming defense,
and enormous heart from
both teams. The picture-perfect game did not end picturesquely for the St. Louis
U. High Frisbills, as they lost
to DeSmet 15-14 in sudden
death overtime.
The Frisbills, who were
undefeated going into the
game, knew that their work
was cut out for them against
a DeSmet team that has won
the past six State championships.
“We pretty much expected DeSmet to be really good,”
said senior David Kasper.
But SLUH, fueled by a
small yet energetic student
section, drew first blood,
scoring the first point of the
game.
“We came out with a lot
of intensity,” said Kasper.
However, it was obvious
from the beginning of the
game that the two teams were
evenly balanced. Every time
SLUH scored, the Spartans
seemed to answer with a point
of their own.
“Our zone (defense) was
really good, and we didn’t really turn it over on offense,”
said Kasper.
The real action, however,
did not start until after half-

Senior Luke Carron catches the disc in the end zone in Wednesday’s matchup against DeSmet.

time. Down by a score of 9-7,
the Frisbills dialed up their
defense to force several costly
turnovers. SLUH converted
on these opportunities, tying
the game at nine. Junior Matt
Barron, who was all over the
field throughout the game,
made a tough catch to give
SLUH a 10-9 lead.
After DeSmet tied the
score at ten, junior Sean Eberle skillfully threw the disc
over all of the Spartan players
and into the hands of a teammate who was waiting in the
end zone to give SLUH the
11-10 lead.
But the Spartans showed
why they are considered to
be the best team in Missouri,
scoring two points in quick
succession to take control of

the lead, 12-11.
But the Frisbills would
not go down. Senior Michael
Kasper caught a long pass,
making the score 12-12. Later,
when the team had a 13-12
lead, Barron struck again, this
time fighting through two
Spartan defenders to bring
the Frisbills within one point
of victory. But DeSmet would
simply not go away, going on
a 2-0 run to tie the game at 14.
Due to time constraints,
the game moved to sudden
death, with the next point
winning. The Frisbills had
several opportunities to put
the game away but could not
convert on any of their chances.
“At the end, we weren’t
really running our offense like

we normally do,” said junior
Peter Volmert.
“I think we got sloppy.
We got excited. We needed to
have played with more discipline,” said Kasper.
DeSmet eventually broke
through SLUH’s zone defense
to end the game and the Frisbills’ perfect season.
But despite the loss, the
team is still confident about
its chances at State.
“DeSmet is the best team
in the league, and we went
neck and neck with them and
almost won, so I think that
we have a good chance of
winning at State,” said junior
Thomas Lux.
The Frisbills’ final regular-season game of the year is
next Thursday against Priory.

Tennis tops 3 MCC rivals, drops 3 nonconference matches, now 4-5 on the season
photo | Mr. Bill Schnell

Sophomore David Lord prepares to return a ball
BY Charlie
REPORTER

O

Mueth

ver the past two weeks,
St. Louis U. High’s tennis
team (4-5) has defeated three
MCC rivals, placed third in
a tournament, and lost three
non-conference matches.
On April 10, the team
shut out Vianney 9-0, but the
next day, the team suffered a
5-4 loss to Webster Groves.
On Wednesday, April
16, the team faced off against
talented rival CBC. Despite a
disappointing doubles performance, SLUH found success
in singles as the No. 2 through
5 seeds all won.

The highlight of the day
was No. 5 seed sophomore
David Lord’s match. Playing
in the final match of the afternoon, Lord came into the
match with the two teams tied
at four. Lord lost his first set
but battled back to win the
second set. In a grueling super tiebreaker, Lord defeated
his opponent by forcing him
to make mistakes.
“Everybody was just
playing their game,” said junior Kyle Schnell. “We all
helped each other out, stayed
positive, and got the win.”
“It was a big win for us,”
said head coach Brian Kirk.
Last Saturday, April 19,

the team competed in the Alton Tournament. The No. 1
and No. 2 doubles teams both
finished in fifth place, and the
No. 3 and No. 4 doubles teams
both finished third. The No. 5
doubles team of seniors Kevin
Benben and Michael Daugherty won their bracket.
“We got out of our comfort zone a little bit and played
a bunch of teams that we have
never seen before,” said senior
Danny Schneller.
“We did pretty well,” said
Kirk. “I think we had a chance
to finish a little higher in a
couple of places. That was a
very strong tournament, and
we played really well.”
On Monday, April 21,
SLUH defeated DeSmet 5-1,
completing a perfect record
against MCC teams.
No. 1 seed Schneller
dropped his first set 6-3. However, Schneller fought back in
the second set and won 6-2.
“I really started to find
my groove in the second set
even more,” said Schneller.
In the super tiebreaker,
Schneller rallied from 6-7 to a
10-7 comeback victory.
Bartholomew, the No.
2 seed, fell 11-8 in a super
tiebreaker. All of the other
singles courts were won in

straight sets.
“I think, as of the middle
of last week, we have really
found our stride, and we are
ready for the rest of the season heading into state,” said
Schnell.
DeSmet’s coach decided
not to play doubles because
the Tennisbills had already
clinched the match in singles.
“I feel like we as a team
are really on an upswing,” said
Schneller. “We started off the
season a little slow. Now, with
that CBC win and the win
over DeSmet, it really feels
like we’ve come alive.”
The team suffered losses
this week on Tuesday, April
22, and Wednesday, April 23
by losing 5-4 to Parkway Central and 7-2 to the defending
state champions, MICDS.
“I think we are continually getting better each week,”
said Kirk. “We are starting to
really play well in certain areas. I think we are going to do
well at districts.”
The team will play in
the MICDS tournament today and tomorrow, April 26.
Next week, the team will play
Kirkwood on Tuesday, Parkway West on Wednesday, and
McCluer North on Thursday,
May 1.

BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

n the past few weeks, the St.
Louis U. High Ruggerbills
have been preparing for State
against hard-nosed opponents: the St. Charles Predators, the Memphis Storm, and
the Eureka Wildcats.
The St. Louis Ruggerfest is a tournament held in
Maryland Heights that hosts
several out-of-state teams
for a weekend of competitive rugby. The Jr. Bills started
their first game against the St.
Charles (Ill.) Predators.
The Predators played
tough rugby right out of the
gate with a quick penalty kick
and a try for an early 10-0
lead. The Jr. Bills faced a huge
challenge, especially with
the tournament’s shortened
halves.
Senior Josh Keil continued his impressive kicking
and successfully made a penalty from 25 yards to tighten
the Predators’ lead to seven.
After a try from senior Sam
Chevalier off of very strong
forward play, the Predators
successfully made a penalty.
The score was 13-8.
Chevalier swam through
the Predators defense shortly
after the penalty kick for a
score to put the Jr. Bills up
15-13.
The Predators weren’t
done scoring yet.
After several minutes
of powerful play from both
sides, the Predators broke
wide for a try with impressive
back play. The Jr. Bills trailed
the Predators 18-15 with only
a few minutes left in the game.
The Predators scored shortly
after the kickoff and won the
game 25-15.
“The Predators were a
really strong side,” said coach
Chris Keeven.
A select squad, the Predators brought down their best
participants from two different sister schools near Chicago and wound up winning the
tournament with a 4-0 record.
The Ruggerbills came
invigorated for its next game
against the Memphis Storm.
After a quick try off a
penalty from senior captain
JJ Driscoll, senior Sam Sykora
muscled his way through the
Storm’s defense and broke free
for a 50-yard run. With Keil’s
conversion, the Ruggerbills
led 14-0 shortly into the game.
The Jr. Bills scored three
more times before half for a
lead and went on to win 46-0.
“We came ready to hit,”
said Driscoll. “I really credit
the forwards for that win
because they won all of the
rucks and allowed us to keep
possession of the ball for a
great majority of the game.”
In a nice show of sportsmanship, the Memphis squad
called the Jr. Bills to meet at
midfield after the game to
congratulate each other on
a well-fought game. The celebration was unusual for the
Ruggerbills, but welcomed.
“The chant was a lot of
fun, and it really speaks to that

team’s character by playing
their best game and keeping it
on the field,” said Driscoll. “I
also think it speaks to the culture of rugby in general.”
The Jr. Bills were scheduled to face the Wichita Rugby Club on Palm Sunday, but
due to travel circumstances
and a beat-up team, the
Wichita side forfeited about
30 minutes prior to the scheduled game.
With the forfeit, the Jr.
Bills advanced to the consolation championship against
their biggest St. Louis rival:
the Eureka Wildcats.
The Wildcats, presumably scouting the Jr. Bills for
the upcoming league game,
started the majority of their
JV squad due to the tired
players from earlier games in
the weekend at Ruggerfest.
The Wildcats JV side
proved no match for the Jr.
Bills.
After senior Dan Stelzer’s
quick turtle try, Driscoll fed
senior captain Adam Cooley
off a smooth eight-man pick
from a scrum for an early 10-0
lead.
Sykora returned the
kickoff for a try with speed,
and the Jr. Bills led by 17. At
the half, the score was 22-0 after a rolling try from Driscoll.
The second half led to
impressive back play by the
Ruggerbills with the wind in
SLUH’s favor and featured
two creative tries, including
one where the Jr. Bills chipped
the ball over Eureka’s back
line, chased the ball down
while staying onsides, caught
it in mid-air, and ran in for
the try.
SLUH won the game 510.
The full Eureka side
came prepared to play three
days later, and though the Jr.
Bills played hard rugby, they
fell to the Wildcats by 11.
Eureka struck first with a
quick try from a maul near the
SLUH’s try line. The kick was
missed, and Eureka jumped
out to a 5-0 lead.
After a questionable
non-obstruction call from the
sir, Eureka walked into the try
zone for an easy try, leading to
a 10-0 lead with the conversion missed. After Keil’s kick,
the Jr. Bills were only down a
try at half with a score of 10-3.
After both sides pushedagainst each other for several
minutes in the second half,
senior Joe Delsignore slipped
through the Eureka defense
for a try. Keil missed the conversion—a rare occurrence—
but the Jr. Bills only trailed by
two at 10-8.
Keil was hungry to make
up for his missed conversion,
and after both sides fought for
space, Keil made a penalty for
an 11-10 lead.
But the Wildcats answered two minutes later
with a wide try, and led 1511. Shortly after, the Wildcats
broke through SLUH’s worn
down defense for one final try

continued on page 7
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Water polo goes 4-1 at DeSmet Invitational, loses rematch to Fenwick
photo | Ben Banet

Senior Victor Castro tries to gain control of the ball

Jack Robinson
REPORTER

T

he weekend after coming home from Chicago
with a big sweep in the York
Tournament, which featured a
bracket stacked with premier
Illinois water polo teams, the
Jr. Bills were presented another chance to assert their

dominance of the Midwest in
the DeSmet Invitational.
This Invitational is renowned as one of the top tournaments in the Midwest, and
SLUH was looking to defend
the championship they took
in overtime last year against
their Illinois rivals from Fenwick High School.
The first game of SLUH’s

five-match tournament run
was against Chaminade. Junior Colin Derdeyn secured
the win for SLUH in the first
minutes of the match off a
lofted assist from senior Joe
Shaughnessy. The SLUH attack had no problem tearing
apart the Chaminade defense,
with 11 different players finding the net. The SLUH defense

allowed only four shots, one of
which required a last second
save by goaltender Jimmy Hogan to hold on to a very rare
shutout he split with Arthur
Larson.
Their next game had a
similar result. Against the
Meteors of De La Salle High
School from Chicago, the Jr.
Bills eased their way to an
11-1 victory.
SLUH made up for their
slow offensive start against
De La Salle in the Kirkwood
game by unloading nine goals
on the Pioneer nets in the first
quarter alone.
Seniors Jack Brauer and
Victor Castro and sophomore
Mark Franz buckled down for
a pair of goals each, all within
seconds of each other, and
junior Franklin Rosario managed to get a hat trick before
the first quarter ran down.
The game ended in yet
another wide margin of victory for the Jr. Bills, 16-3.
In the semifinal match,
they faced off against MICDS
for the second time this season. Like in their previous
match, an even offensive exchange made for a nervous

first quarter tied at three goals.
However, the SLUH team got
the better of the play and
pulled away with seven unanswered goals.
Continuing the defensive
excellence of the weekend,
Larson racked up 11 saves
and two assists while senior
defender Joe Shaughnessy
found the net with a flashy
reverse-spin finish in front of
the MICDS goal. An 11-5 result was all the Jr. Bills needed
to put them in the finals once
more with the Friars from
Fenwick for their much-anticipated second meeting.
Fenwick came ready to
play after a big win over St.
Louis powerhouse Parkway
West, and with the loss to
SLUH in the York Tournament championship still in
mind.
Their offense quickly
proved to be a handful with
a quick counterattack. Both
Jack Brauer and Joe Shaughnessy found goals in the first
half, but their efforts weren’t
nearly enough to counter Fenwick’s seven goals.
Fenwick came out with
two more to start the second

half, which Eric Casleton and
Derdeyn promptly responded
to with two goals each making it a 9-6 game. However,
this again was not enough to
slow down the Chicago team,
who quickly found the net two
more times and notched another pair of goals towards the
end. Fenwick won the game
13-7.
Though their momentum
from the DeSmet Tournament
was slowed a little by the loss
to Fenwick, SLUH came out
the next Thursday and pounded Rockwood Summit 23-4 in
their first meeting in the program’s history. All 15 players
were able to find their way
into the goals column on the
scorecard, with an additional
12 individuals getting assists.
Following the Summit
game, SLUH has an eight-day
break before facing off against
rival Parkway West. The
Longhorns’ lineup is full of
veteran talent, and like the Jr.
Bills, they have only lost one
game in tournament play to
Fenwick. The long anticipated
game will be a sneak peak for
both teams of what is in store
come playoff time.

Track crushes at Dale Collier; will travel to KC for Blue Springs Invite
Michael Sit and Will
Smith
BY

REPORTER AND SPORTS EDITOR

S

t. Louis U. High’s track
and field team has battled
through a tough season due
to its lack of depth in upperclassmen and a fair amount
of injuries. The team has still
achieved a number of successes over the past few meets.
Like in the past, the
strongest squads with the
largest amount of depth are
the distance squads. The middistance team is headed by
senior captains Michael Swan
and Johnny Esswein. Juniors
Shayn Jackson and Jack Sullivan lead the distance team
with consistency in the 1600m
and the 3200m.
“We’re on average the
top scoring squad of every
meet. Watch out for Me(
Shayn Jackson), Jack Sullivan,
Matthew Hennessey(junior),
and Thomas Hogan(junior).
Catch us going head to head
in the 1600m and 3200m (in
upcoming meets),” said Jackson.
At the Dale Collier meet,
Jackson PR-ed in the 1600m
and
Matthew
Hennessy
PR-ed by 28 seconds in the
3200m. The athlete that faced
the hardest time at Dale Col-

lier was junior Jack Sullivan
due to Coach Joseph Porter
placing him in the two longest
running events, the 1600m
and the 3200m.
“I would say Dale Collier
has been my best meet and
probably my most challenging as well. It was my first
time doubling the 1600 and
the 3200, so I was really nervous. During the 1600, Shayn
and I ran almost the whole
race together, which was really nice because we could
work together just like we do
in workouts, and I was able to
win, which I was definitely not
expecting to do. Right before
the 3200, Coach Porter told
Matthew that SLUH was losing to Kirkwood by 3 points
and if we wanted to win the
meet we had to go 1-2 in the
race. I think that made both
of us pretty worried because
I know that I didn’t think I
would be able to win the 3200
after having already raced the
1600. I passed the front kid
with 2 laps to go and wasn’t
sure if Matthew was behind
me, but when I finished I
looked back and saw Matthew
and somehow we were able
to come in first and second,
both running our fastest times
in the 3200,” Sullivan happily
said.
The squad’s largest chal-

lenges are keeping their heads
up each day since they rack
up a large amount of mileage
each day, roughly eight to nine
miles.
Jack Sullivan, the mule,
will also be doubling the
1600m and the 3200m at Blue
Springs, and he is looking
forward to the double power
once again.
Esswein placed a solid
second at Dale Collier in the
800m with a respectable two
minutes of sheer pain. The
4x800 team led by Esswein,
Swan, senior Jerome Amsler,
and newcomer Hennessey,
flew past their competition at
Dale Collier. Esswein,the bionic boy, cruised at a comfortable pace as he anchored the
team, and in the last 300m he
sprinted hard to astoundingly
finish about 60m in front of
the second place finisher. The
4x800 champs will be tested at
Blue Springs this Friday due
to the increased level of competition.
In the pole vault squad,
senior captain Alexander Peraud leads the squad with a
12’6” season. Senior Nathan
Dalaklis has been jumping
at 11’6”, which has helped
him to achieve medal contingency in his previous V1
meets. The squad shattered
the MCC(conference) relay

Rugby goes 2-2 in Ruggerfest,
looks to improve before State
(continued from page 6)

to win the game 22-11.
“We didn’t start out
with the level of intensity
that I would have liked,” said
Driscoll. “We were plagued
with dumb penalties and
mental errors, and Eureka
showed up to play smart rugby like they always do.”
“We played a dumb
game,” said Keeven. “We

weren’t playing to the way the
game was being called, and
we also weren’t taking into account field position with the
wind. It didn’t look like we
were ready, mentally, to play.”
The Jr. Bills have two
weeks of practice before State,
and with the loss against Eureka, the Jr. Bills will face the
second-ranked club team in
the nation—the Kansas City

Jr. Blues—in the first round of
the state tournament in Jefferson City.
“We must pick up intensity in practice,” said Keeven.
“One of the biggest things we
are worried about is our defense. This team that we are
going against is very disciplined and won’t give us many
turnovers. It will really come
down to the mental game.”

record by a foot and a half this
season. The previous record
was 42.5’. Peraud vaulted a
12’6”, Dalaklis at 11’6”, senior
Michael Sit at 10’, and junior
George Howe also at 10’. This
friday, Peraud and Dalaklis will compete against the
west side of the state at Blue
Springs.
“The team as a whole
has been performing really
well. My goal for Blue Springs
is to snag as many points as
possible for the team and
hopefully a new PR in the
vault will come along with
that,” said Peraud.
“So right now were are
doing kinda overall average. We have some guys
who haven’t improved much
throughout the season or even
regressed. However, we also
have guys who are PR-ing
every meet, and our top shot
putters are throwing their
best all season right now,”
said senior throws captain Jim
Gasch.
Gasch also achieved success at the Dale Collier meet
held on the MICDS campus.
Gasch threw an astounding
47’08’’ which won him a second place medal.
The jumps squad comprises of triple jumpers, long
jumpers, and the high jumpers. Senior jumps captain Alexander Piening has directed
the squad in a positive direction, and looks to qualify for
State again this year. Last Saturday at the Dale Collier meet,
he sailed over the bar at 5’10”
for a seventh place finish.
“Our season is moving along well. I have a shot
at State again in the high
jump and long jump. While
Benny(Hayes) could make it
in the triple jump. We will
win the MCC(conference),”
Piening said.
“SLUH’s hurdle squad
has had a great season so far

with some fantastic performances from a very young
team,” summarized hurdle
captain, junior Jack McCarthy.
Sophomore Daniel Isom
took home the gold in the 300
hurdles, breaking 40 seconds
for the first time last saturday
at the Dale Collier meet.
To express his enthusiasm for Isom, McCarthy
stated, “Breaking 40 seconds
is a huge milestone for a high
school hurdler especially a
sophomore.”
Isom went on to have 22
points in the meet, including a
second place finish in the 110s
and a fifth place in the long
jump.
“I’m excited to see what
these guys(Isom and Adams)
do this weekend. It’s really a
cool thing to be surrounded
by so much talent. I think
our biggest hurdle has been
the will to prepare. Nobody
ever wants to go run 500s after a long day of school, but
now that we are starting to see
our work in practice pay off in
meets, it just makes the hard
workouts that much easier,”
McCarthy said.
SLUH’s sprint squad has
had a number of setbacks
this season. The lightning
fast senior captain Raymond
Wingo has been out due to
leg injuries, which puts a large
kink in the sprint squad’s
depth and rhythm. Success
has rooted from sophomore
Robert Caldwell with a quick
time of 11.65s in the 100m
at Dale Collie, and freshman
Jayson Ashford and sophomore Thomas Caputa in the
200m dash. For the varsity
400m runners, sophomore
Spencer Jones hauled a fourth
place finish at Dale Collier
along with Ashford winning
the 400m overall with a time
of 51.52s. The sprinters are
hoping for fast competitors
to help crush their PRs in

the 100m, 200m, 400m, and
the relays this Friday at Blue
Springs.
“I think the distance
guys are running in some
good form, and they had a
good 4x800 Dale Collier,”
said Porter. “(We’re) looking
to improve again, and kind
of move guys in and out of
that (team) order. Jack Sullivan had a good double
(referring to his participation in both the 1600m and
3200m) at Dale Collier to get
the double win(first in both
events). Shayn Jackson and
Matthew Hennessy are running in shape. Benny Hayes
had a foot PR(personal record
by a foot) in the triple so we’ve
had a luck of good things going for us.”
Porter explains the struggles for the team this season so
far, “I think its trying to find
the right place for some of the
guys because everything we
do is technical, such as block
starts and handoffs. Guys
are going to meets, and other
guys are here( practicing on
SLUH’s track). Its difficult to
fit everything in the schedule
and to make sure everyone has
opportunities to compete, but
the only thing that is going to
prevent us from not achieving
our goals is us, (and if we’re)
not being focused, and (we)
let some mental errors slip in
the way. We had some mental
errors early on in meets, but
hopefully we can continue to
improve them. Every race is
an opportunity to get better.”
The team will head to
Blue Springs outside of Kansas City this Friday, where the
coaches have high hopes for
team development. All of the
best teams on the west side
of the state will be present at
Blue Springs, and the team is
looking to scout out the competition and discover their
weaknesses.
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Friday, April 11

SLUH students gathered
in the theater en masse to register for AP tests.
The freshman class had
its Freshman Class Mass during activity period.
On a trip in Boston, Varsity Chorus won the overall
top rating at the World Strides
Heritage Festival. See article
on p. 2 of this week’s Prep News.
Film Club screened the
Oscar-winning Twelve Years a
Slave. After school today, Film
Club plans to show Nebraska.
Column Inch Critic
Think Schindler’s List taking place in the Antebellum
Deep South, focusing on a
Holocaust of our own. It’s difficult to watch because it does
nothing to reduce its subject’s
depravity to implication or
suggestion. It does not hold
back. But there is more to this
movie than hyper-violence.
The cast is full of awesome
performances, from both
well-established actors and
gifted Hollywood newcomers. The rare combination
of skilled directing and high
quality acting results in several memorable scenes that
will ensure that this movie has
staying power.
—Justin Dussold

Friday, April 25

Minutes
Holy Trinity church and
school. According to SLUH
father Don Mueth, who
helped set up the event, about
25 fathers and sons attended.
Scholar Bowl won its
regional tournament and will
advance to sectionals against
Ladue. See article on page 5 of
this week’s Prep News
Monday, April 14

At this year’s Racquetball Banquet, members of the
winning national team and
their families looked back on
their successful season.
Tuesday, April 15

Car Free Day, scheduled
for the block day late start,
was canceled due to inclement weather. The annual event
was rescheduled for May 1.
Wednesday, April 16

An all-school prayer service led into Easter break by
recalling Jesus’s Passion. Each
class and the faculty created
tableaux of different Stations
of the Cross.
Saturday, April 19

Herman Melville’s Moby
Dick won a runoff election
for Literature Club’s Summer
reading book over John Steinbeck’s East of Eden by a definitive five-to-one tally. Those
Saturday, April 12
two books were picked from a
The Fathers Club orga- slate of three books proposed
nized a service project work- by senior Noah Weber. Weber
ing on the grounds of Most sent out a schedule to mem-

bers of the club that had the
group finishing the book in Wednesday, April 23
August.
At the Freshman/Sophomore Awards Ceremony,
Monday, April 21
freshman Joe Laughlin and
The cast and creators of sophomore Leo Heinz won
this year’s Senior Follies be- the Father Hagan Award.
gan rehearsals, which continMaysa Albarcha, a Musued throughout this week. For lim St. Louisan, answered
a preview of this year’s show, questions by World Religion
see p. 1 of this week’s Prep students about Muslim life in
News.
America.
In a poetic pep rally leadTuesday, April 22
ing up to his departure for the
Dr. Michael Schuck, a national Poetry Out Loud
Loyola University Chicago competition in Washington
professor, spoke to students D.C., senior Tom Fields read
about an educational out- his competition poems to a
reach program called Healing group of faculty and students.
Earth. For more information Senior Austin Stifler also read
about the presentation, see p. 5 his own poems published in
of this week’s Prep News.
Sisyphus.
2014 Mass of the Holy
Spirit Mass Committee met Thursday, April 24
at SLU to tour Chaifetz Arena,
The spring issue of Sibreaking into their subcom- syphus was sent out to be
mittees to discuss details for printed; it will be distributed
the Mass.
around the school May 1.
The National Honors
Pax Christi met and disSociety met during Activity cussed the continuing camPeriod for the final time this paign for grassroots fair trade
year. Inductees prepared for endorsement. Attendees also
the induction ceremony next spoke about recent and upWednesday, and NHS mem- coming Missouri executions
bers voted on officers for the and initiated plans for the an2014-15 school year, elect- nual Pax Christi benefit coning sophomore Alex Wang as cert, which will take place on
treasurer and sophomore Jer- the afternoon of May 27.
ry Duggan as Officer of SpeFreshman
Pastoral
cial Events. NHS moderator Team met to decide its symKathy Chott also announced bol for the all school Mass.
she would be stepping down
as moderator to help with the
Photography Club.

Schuck looks to begin Healing Earth with text
BY Luke
STAFF

Photo | Adam Lux

Miller

D

uring activity period
this past Tuesday, Dr.
Michael Schuck, a theology professor at Loyola University-Chicago, gave a talk
concerning his educational
outreach program, Healing
Earth, of which he is also codirector.
Healing Earth is an online textbook for ecology and
environmental science with a
focus on education and teaching the ethics of ecology, as
well as how to integrate science into one’s spirituality.
The online text follows
an updated charter for the Society of Jesus, which added a
“promotion of environmental
sustainability as a work of justice to the service of faith.”
During the talk, Schuck
gave several examples of what
the book will cover, as the
online book is still in early
stages of development. Healing Earth hopes to fully and
accurately explain natural
processes like the water cycle
while also detailing how we,
as people, should ethically
treat Earth’s water by limiting pollution and water waste.
The book will also explain the
significance of water in religion and how different religions view its importance.
AP Environmental Science teacher Bill Anderson
was responsible for editing
and fact checking parts of the
text, including those on water.
“I think that this (online book) will allow a lot of
people to get the book, where
they couldn’t before because

M Schedule
All School Awards Ceremony
12pm V Tennis @ MICDS Tournament
4pm
V Track @ The Gary Parker Invitational
4:15pm C Baseball @ DeSmet
4:30pm C Lacrosse vs. CBC
5pm
JV Lacrosse vs. CBC
6pm
V Rugby @ Kirkwood
6:30pm JV Rugby @ Kirkwood
7pm
V Lacrosse vs. CBC
7:30pm Freshman Class Dance
9pm
V Inline Hockey vs. Ft. Zumwalt South
9pm
C Inline Hockey vs. Afton
Lunch special–Brunch for Lunch
Vegetarian–Cavatelli with Olive oil

Saturday, April 26
V Water Polo @ Lindbergh Invitational (Through Friday,
			
May 2)
JV Volleyball @ Marquette Tournament
C Lacrosse @ Chaminade
8am
V Tennis @ MICDS
8am

Incoming Freshmen Placement Exams

9am
V2 Track @ Ladue Invitational
10:30am JV Water Polo vs. Ladue
11am V Baseball @ McCluer North
11:30am V Water Polo vs. Ladue
12pm C Inline Hockey vs. Washington
1pm
JV Inline Hockey vs. Ft. Zumwalt North
7pm
Senior Follies

Sunday, April 27
11am
1pm
7pm

JV Lacrosse vs. Shawnee Mission East
V Lacrosse vs. Shawnee Mission East
Senior Follies
No Classes

Monday, April 28
Imagining 18 Visioning Session
9am
JV Golf @ Kirkwood Invitational
4pm
JV Volleyball vs. Parkway Central
4:30pm C baseball @ Chaminade
5pm
V Volleyball vs. Parkway Central

Tuesday, April 29

Schedule R
Maintenance Lunch
Junior Class Meeting
AP
Snack–Chicken Giggles
3:30pm JV Golf vs. Parkway South
4pm
V2 Track @ The Jim Farrell Relays
4pm
V/JV Tennis vs. Kirkwood
4:30pm C Baseball @ Westminster
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Farmington
4:30pm JV Water Polo vs. Parkway South
5pm
C Lacrosse @ DeSmet
5:15pm JV Lacrosse @ O’Fallon
5:30pm Varsity Chorus President’s Reception
6:30pm President’s Reception for Freshmen Parents
7:15pm V Lacrosse @ O’Fallon
Lunch special–Hand Breaded Chicken Strips
Vegetarian–Turkey Burger

Wednesday, April 30

M Schedule
End of Year Mass
3:30pm V/JV Golf vs. MICDS
4pm
V/JV Tennis @ Parkway West
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Vianney
4:30pm B Baseball @ Vianney
5pm
NIE 4th Quarter Meeting and Dinner
7pm
NHS Induction
Lunch special–Chinese Bar
Vegetarian–Baked Potato

Thursday, May 1
In 215C, Dr. Schuck presents on his online textbook Tuesday in front of a group of students during activity period.

they can’t afford the expensive
textbooks we use,” said senior
and AP Environmental Science student Christian Siegfried.
While the book is still in
its initial stages, students can
lend a hand and visit the website to offer comments about
the site’s layout and functionality, or to note problems with
the site at healingearth.luc.
sites.edu. Also, students are
invited to share their thoughts
about the site on the forum or
with Anderson: banderson@
sluh.org
Healing Earth hopes to
be a full secondary supplement to Environmental Science textbooks by January
2015.

Schedule R

Car Free Day
Mix-it-up Lunch
AP
Navy Leap Frogs Event
Snack–Bosco Sticks

3:30pm V/JV Golf vs. CBC
4pm
JV/C Track @ Vianney
4pm
V/JV Tennis @ McCluer North
4pm
JV Volleyball vs. Pattonville
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Lindbergh
4:30pm V Baseball @ CBC
4:30pm B Baseball vs. CBC
5pm
V Volleyball vs. Pattonville
5pm
JV Lacrosse vs. Chaminade
7pm
Art Show Opening Night
7pm
V Lacrosse vs. Chaminade
Lunch special–Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian–Cheese Pizza

Friday, May 2
Junior Ring Mass and Dance
C Lacrosse @ CBC Freshmen Tournament
V/JV Water Polo @ Ladue Invitational
4:15pm C Baseball vs. DeSmet
artwork | Paul J Fister

Half Day

calendar | Leo Heinz

